LOWER FOURTH TO UPPER FIFTH UNIFORM
GENERAL

GAMES KIT

KWC blazer with crest
KWC striped trousers or skirt
Black or grey ankle socks + (with
trousers) Tights or over the knee black
socks + (with skirt)
KWC grey and white striped shirt or
blouse
KWC jumper (optional)
Plain black low heeled polishable shoes *
KWC scarf (optional)
Dark overcoat (optional) *
House Shirt
FOURTH FORM - Stenning tie
FIFTH FORM - Senior tie

KWC tracksuit trousers
KWC tracksuit top
Black games socks +
White ankle sports socks +
Black thermal base layer +
Plain black swimming costume or
trunks +
Towel *
Sports trainers *
Astro trainers *
Shinpads +
Mouthguard +
Named games bag *

GIRLS’ SPORT REQUIREMENTS
KWC polo shirt
KWC skort
KWC shorts
KWC fleece
Hockey stick *
Black swimming cap +
BOYS’ SPORT REQUIREMENTS
KWC rugby shirt
KWC rugby shorts
KWC t-shirt
KWC football shorts
Football boots *

SIXTH FORM UNIFORM
GENERAL
DAY WEAR
Dark single coloured matching, tailored
suit (skirt or trousers) *
Single coloured smart blouse or shirt *
Smart Tie
Single coloured v-neck jumper *
Black or nude tights or dark socks*
Dark, smart, sensible shoes *
House Shirt
FORMAL WEAR
Black tailored suit (skirt or trousers) *
White blouse or tailored shirt *
Black or nude tights or black socks*
Black, smart sensible shoes *

If you have been awarded full
colours:
Colours blazer (optional)
Black skirt or trousers *
White blouse or shirt *
Colours tie (optional)
Black, smart sensible shoes *

GAMES KIT
KWC tracksuit bottoms
KWC tracksuit top
Black games socks +
Sports trainers *
Shinpads +
Mouthguard +

* Items which are not stocked at the School Shop

GIRLS’ SPORT REQUIREMENTS
KWC polo shirt
KWC skort or shorts
KWC fleece
BOYS’ SPORT REQUIREMENTS
KWC rugby shirt
KWC rugby shorts
KWC t-shirt
KWC football shorts
Football boots *

+ Items which are stocked at the School Shop and also available elsewhere

The Sixth Form games clothing items are the minimum requirements for a student starting at the beginning of the autumn
term. Once the student has become involved with games and PE they can come to the shop to purchase what they need.
Pupils at this level often play in the top teams for sport and will wear different kit than junior pupils (available from PE Staff).

NAMING CLOTHING
All items must be clearly named, including shoes.
PE and games kit should be named inside and outside. Shorts and trousers on the left hand pocket/leg and polo shirts and
tops on the left hand breast.

